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Microevolution and the Genetic Basis of
Vertebrate Diversity:
Examples from Teleost Fishes
Sydney A. Stringham* and Michael D. Shapiro †
If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ existed, which could not possibly have been formed by
numerous, successive, slight modifications, my theory would absolutely break down.
— cha r l es da rw in ( 1 8 5 9 )
Nature does make jumps now and then, and a recognition of the fact is of no small importance in disposing of
many minor objections to the doctrine of transmutation.
—t homas h u x l e y ( 1 8 6 0 )

Great transformations among the vertebrates can only be appreciated and understood by elucidating the micro-transformational mechanisms responsible for form
and function. However, when studying major transformations that occurred many
millions of years ago, we have limited access to the molecular mechanisms underlying these changes. For example, evolutionary biologists can only dream of
using controlled genetic crosses between birds and non-avian theropod dinosaurs
to map the key genetic changes in the evolution of flight, or crossing a fish and a
tetrapod to identify the genes that matter in fin versus limb development and function. Even among extant vertebrates, anatomically divergent species are typically
too distantly related to allow traditional genetic approaches, which require the production of fertile offspring. Moreover, although the complete sequences of many
vertebrate genomes are now available, determining which of the millions of DNA
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sequence and structural differences among species are

the repeated evolution of similar traits in different pop-

actually responsible for particular trait differences re-

ulations and species?

mains a major challenge.

We focus here on examples of particularly strik-

Organismal diversity, and morphological diversity

ing variation in teleost fishes. With nearly 29,000 ex-

in particular, is rooted in changes to developmental

tant species (Santini et al. 2009), teleosts are among

programs. That is, major anatomical changes among

the most successful radiations of vertebrates. In some

adults of different populations and species must mani-

cases, changes among populations within a species are

fest sometime between fertilization of an egg and

so pronounced that they resemble in magnitude the

sexual maturity. Developmental differences, in turn,

differences among species. These cases of intraspecific

are regulated largely (but by no means exclusively) by

variation in extant taxa are especially important to our

changes in genetic programs. Much of what we know

understanding of the mechanisms that give rise to phe-

about the molecular genetic basis of vertebrate devel-

notypic transformations, and perhaps ultimately to new

opment comes from mechanistic studies of traditional

species and adaptive radiations. Within teleosts, we

laboratory models such as the mouse, chicken, African

discuss examples of genetic mechanisms of diversifi-

claw-toed frog, and zebrafish. Despite major advances

cation in sticklebacks, Mexican cavefish, and African

in our understanding of organismal construction from

cichlids. Each of these groups evolved dramatic—and

normal and mutant inbred laboratory populations, we

repeated—phenotypic transformations in response to

know considerably less about the genetic and develop-

novel habitats, and each provides an ideal framework

mental basis of natural variation among vertebrates.

to examine the genetic basis of organismal diversity.

Evolutionary developmental genetics (often referred

These are not the only teleost groups in which the ge-

to as “evo-devo”) takes advantage of variation in the

netic basis of variation has been studied; however, the

wild to directly address the link between genotype and

traits and transformations we highlight below intro-

phenotype among species, which will lead to a better

duce important themes and trends in the evolution of

understanding of the molecular origins of diversity.

teleosts and other vertebrates.

In contrast to most other chapters in this volume,

Each of these groups of teleosts also offers impor-

we focus on variation and transformations among pop-

tant advantages as a model system in evolutionary ge-

ulations and closely related species. This scale of inves-

netics. First, different populations or closely related

tigation has the advantage of using traditional genetic

species within each group can be interbred to produce

approaches to understand vertebrate diversity, a strat-

fertile offspring. This important characteristic facilitates

egy that typically is not available when studying major

traditional genetic mapping of traits of interest. Second,

transformations among lineages with distant common

all three groups have been studied for many decades

ancestors. Fortunately, in a limited number of extant

from the perspectives of ecology, natural history, and

species, different populations have evolved anatomi-

to a lesser extent, classical genetics and developmen-

cal, physiological, or behavioral changes of a magnitude

tal biology. This foundation provides an important

that typically characterizes different species. Not many

entry point to dissect the molecular genetic changes

species meet this criterion, but the ones that do are

that control organismal diversity. Below, we consider

emerging as important models in evolutionary genetics

micro-evolutionary transformations in each group, then

and developmental biology.

discuss their impact on our understanding of broader

By understanding the genetic changes that underlie

trends of the genetic basis of vertebrate diversity.

phenotypic changes in these special cases, we can begin to address central questions about the mechanisms
underlying morphological transformations within and

Sticklebacks (Family Gasterosteidae)

among species. For example, how many genetic changes

Sticklebacks comprise seven species of small teleost

underlie substantial morphological changes? Where do

fish that are widespread and often locally abundant

these changes occur, in the coding or regulatory regions

across the Northern Hemisphere. A subset of these

of genes? Finally, do the same genetic changes underlie

species exhibits tremendous intraspecific variation in
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fig. 19.1 (a) Variation in lateral plate number in marine threespine sticklebacks: complete morph (top), partial morph (center), and low morph
(bottom). Bony structures in all panels were visualized by staining with alizarin red. Fish found in marine habitats nearly always possess 30
or more plates per side (a phenotype referred to as the “complete morph”). In freshwater, fish typically have less than 10 plates per side (“low
morph”), or, less frequently, have an intermediate number of plates (“partial morph”) (Hagen and Gilbertson 1972). Partial morphs exhibit a
stereotypical pattern of plate loss, with plates at the most anterior and most posterior regions of the body and a mid-body gap in between.
Images courtesy of Jun Kitano, modified after Kitano et al. (2008). (b) Ventral (top) and lateral (bottom) illustrations of the stickleback pelvis
and ectocoracoid. The ectocoracoid is located anterior to the pelvis. (c) Pelvic loss has evolved in multiple populations of freshwater threespine
sticklebacks (G. aculeatus) (top) and ninespine sticklebacks (P. pungitius) (bottom). In both species, the ancestral marine populations possess
a complete pelvis; therefore, this trait has evolved independently in each species. (d) Ventral view of ninespine sticklebacks with a complete
pelvis (left) and a missing pelvis (right).

skeletal morphology, body shape, color, behavior, and

loads (Heuts 1947; Hagen and Gilbertson 1973b; Moodie

physiological adaptations. The most recent adaptive

et al. 1973; Hagen and Moodie 1982; Coad 1983; Giles

radiation of the threespine stickleback began with the

1983; Reimchen 1992, 1995; Kitano et al. 2008).

retreat of glacial ice less than 20,000 years ago (Ber-

Geographically and phylogenetically distant popu-

natchez and Wilson 1998; Hewitt 2000). This retreat

lations of threespine sticklebacks have evolved strik-

created new inland freshwater habitats, which were

ingly similar suites of characteristics in response to

subsequently colonized by marine stickleback popula-

the shift to freshwater habitats. For example, many

tions. The transition to resident freshwater environ

populations have lost major components of their bony

ments presented novel trophic, predatory, and physi-

armor, including the lateral plates and pelvic girdle, in

ological challenges. For example, freshwater habitats

response to new predator loads and other factors (Bell

vary dramatically from marine habitats in temperature,

and Foster 1994) (fig. 19.1). Furthermore, parallel phe-

topological complexity, water chemistry, and predator

notypic changes occur not only among populations of
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three
spine sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus), the

tions the same or different among the many popula-

focus of most recent genetic and genomic studies, but

tions with low plates?

also across species that diverged millions of years ago

Further genetic mapping studies showed that vari-

(e.g., the ninespine stickleback Pungitius pungitius, and

ation in the gene Ectodysplasin (Eda) was the most

the brook stickleback Culaea inconstans) (Nelson and

likely cause of armor diversity (Colosimo et al. 2005).

Atton 1971; Wootton 1976; Blouw and Boyd 1992; Bell

In vertebrates, Eda plays a key role in the development

and Foster 1994; Ziuganov and Zotin 1995). Thus, this

of several tissues derived from the ectoderm, includ-

multispecies system provides an excellent model to ex-

ing hair, teeth, sweat glands, and scales (Thesleff and

amine the genetics of adaptive traits on both micro-and

Mikkola 2002; Kangas et al. 2004; Harris et al. 2008).

macroevolutionary levels.

The external armor of sticklebacks is also derived from
ectoderm. Importantly, Colosimo et al. (2005) showed

Armor Plate Variation

plated embryos with an engithat, by injecting low-
neered DNA construct containing a functional version

Armor plates are composed of thin dermal bone and al-

of Eda, they could partially restore plate formation in

most completely cover the lateral sides of marine three-

low-plated fish. This provided functional evidence that

spine sticklebacks (“complete morph”; fig. 19.1a, top). In

Eda plays a critical role in plate development.

contrast, the number and size of these plates is reduced

Strikingly, nearly every low-
plated population

in most freshwater populations (“low morph”; fig. 19.1a,

throughout the range of the species appears to have the

bottom) in response to strong selection in freshwater

same chromosome segment containing the Eda gene

habitats (discussed below), and the genetic basis of

(Colosimo et al. 2005). This indicates that the repeated

this variation has been the subject of classical genetic

evolution of low plates probably resulted from selec-

studies for decades (Hagen and Gilbertson 1973a; Avise

tion on the same mutant version of Eda, rather than

1976; Ziuganov 1983; Banbura 1994). Laboratory crosses

by independent mutations in Eda in each population.

between different morphs showed that probably only a

The key to the spread of the low-plate allele resides in

few genes control most of the variation in plate number

the marine populations that colonize new freshwater

(Hagen and Gilbertson 1973a; Avise 1976; Ziuganov 1983;

habitats: the low-plate version of Eda typically found in

Banbura 1994).

freshwater populations is also found in a small propor-

More recently, Colosimo et al. (2004) used a mo-

tion of marine fish, suggesting that high-plated ocean

lecular genetic approach to identify the major locus

populations are a “genetic reservoir” for the low-plate

controlling plate reduction. To do this, they crossed a

allele (Colosimo et al. 2005). Once the allele enters a

complete-morph marine fish (Hokkaido Island, Japan)

freshwater habitat with the arrival of new marine colo-

to a low-morph freshwater fish (Paxton Lake, British

nists, selection drives it to high frequency. Transition

Columbia); the grandchildren (F2 progeny) of this cross

from high to low plates can happen very quickly. In

showed a wide range of plate morphologies, including

one Alaskan lake population, for example, Bell et al.

fish that had high or low numbers of plates like their

(2004) observed a dramatic shift from predominantly

grandparents. By looking for associations between

high-plated to low-plated in less than 12 years (also see

plate phenotypes and segments of chromosomes inher-

Kitano et al. 2008). Paradoxically, while the genetic ba-

ited from either the complete-or low-morph grandpar-

sis for this trait is well understood and there is strong

ent, Colosimo et al. (2004) found a single position in the

evidence for selection on plate phenotypes and the Eda

genome (a quantitative trait locus, or QTL) on linkage

locus, the ecological mechanism driving selection is less

group (LG) 4 that largely determined whether fish had

clear (reviewed in Barrett 2010).

the complete, partial, or low-plate morph (see fig. 19.2).
Other studies suggested that LG4 controls plate phenotypes in multiple populations of threespine sticklebacks

Reduction and Loss of the Pelvic Fin Complex

(Cresko et al. 2004; Schluter et al. 2004). However, key

In addition to variation in lateral armor, at least 20

questions remained: which gene(s) in the major QTL

freshwater populations of threespine stickleback also

region controlled armor variation, and were the muta-

exhibit reduction or loss of the pelvis (Bell 1974; Moodie
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fig. 19.2 Schematic of quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping in a laboratory cross. (a) Individuals or populations that show variation in a
trait of interest (in this case stripes) are crossed to produce F1 offspring (b), which exhibit a phenotype intermediate to the phenotypes of the
parental generation. F1 individuals are crossed to produce an F2 generation (c), which will now show segregation of the trait of interest if the
number of genes controlling the trait is small. In this case, only the phenotypic extremes (dark stripes or no stripes, but not intermediate
stripes) are shown. The genomes of the F2 individuals are then analyzed with a set of genomic markers to detect statistical associations between genotypes and phenotypes. These associations define QTL, which are chromosome regions that are linked to phenotypes of interest. The
identity of the specific genes that underlie phenotypic variation might not immediately be known because QTL associations often span many
genes. Chromosome segments inherited from the striped and unstriped founders of the cross are indicated by black and white, respectively,
and only the chromosome containing the causative mutation is depicted here. If individuals that inherit one version of the chromosome segment (black) nearly always exhibit one phenotype (dark stripes) and individuals inheriting the alternative version (white) nearly always exhibit
the alternative phenotype (no stripes), then that segment is probably linked (physically close on a chromosome) to the causative mutation. In
this example, a dashed box indicates the chromosome region associated with the stripe trait. The different versions of the chromosomes can
be detected using markers such as polymorphic microsatellite markers (short repeat sequences that often differ in length among individuals)
and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). These markers are assembled into linkage groups, and relative marker positions are determined
based on recombination rates. Ideally, each chromosome in the genome will be represented by a single linkage group, and together the groups
comprise a linkage map. Likelihood of odds (LOD) scores provide a statistical test of associations between genotypes and traits. The LOD plot
at bottom right shows a region of a chromosome that exceeds a significance threshold (dashed line) and is therefore associated with variation
in the trait of interest.
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and Reimchen 1976; Campbell and Williamson 1979;

hypothesis by finding DNA deletions near the Pitx1 gene

Edge and Coad 1983; Bell 1987). The stickleback pelvis is

in several pelvic-reduced populations. When attached

homologous to the pelvic fin skeleton of other teleosts

to the protein-coding sequence of Pitx1 and injected

as well as to the tetrapod hind limb. It is composed of

into embryos from pelvisless sticklebacks, this regula-

a pelvic girdle and serrated pelvic spines that provide

tory region (also known as an enhancer) was capable

protection from gape-limited predators such as large

of restoring pelvic development, thus verifying that the

piscivorous fish (Hoogland et al. 1957; Hagen and Gil-

deletion was critical in the evolution and development

bertson 1972; Moodie 1972; Gross 1978; Lescak and von

of pelvic reduction. In contrast to repeated selection on

Hippel 2011) (fig. 19.1b–d). However, reduction of pelvic

the same low-plate version of Eda, Chan et al. detected

structures is advantageous in some populations where

different deletions near Pitx1 in different populations,

grasping predators such as aquatic invertebrates are

suggesting that pelvic reduction in threespine stickle-

a greater threat, especially to juvenile fish (Hoogland

backs arose repeatedly by independent mutations in

et al. 1957; Reimchen 1980, 1983; Bell et al. 1993; Bell and

different populations.

Orti 1994; Bourgeois et al. 1994). Large pelvic skeletons

A likely factor in the repeated involvement of the

could be disadvantageous in these habitats because

Pitx1 regulatory element, as opposed to mutations in

spines provide an additional surface for insects to cap-

the coding sequence of the gene, is pleiotropy; that is,

ture and hold their prey (Reimchen 1980; Reist 1980;

selection on one trait, such as pelvic reduction, has

Ziuganov and Zotin 1995; Marchinko 2009).

the potential to affect development of other traits con-

Using a QTL mapping approach similar to the ar-

trolled by the same gene. In mice, the pleiotropic effects

mor plate study, Shapiro et al. (2004) identified the

of Pitx1 mutations are especially pronounced: complete

gene Pitx1 as a major influence on pelvic morphology.

inactivation of the gene leads not only to hind limb

Pitx1 contributes to hind limb identity and development

anomalies, but also jaw and brain deformities (Lanctôt

in vertebrates, and mice with an inactive form (knock-

et al. 1999). In contrast, the pelvis-specific regulatory

out) of the gene exhibit reduced and malformed hind

mutation in sticklebacks yields an adaptive phenotype

limbs but normal forelimbs (Lanctôt et al. 1999; Marcil

that is specific to one trait, while leaving other develop-

et al. 2003). Furthermore, sticklebacks from the genetic

mental roles of Pitx1 intact (Shapiro et al. 2004; Chan

mapping cross that retained pelvic spines showed a

et al. 2010).

marked asymmetry with larger spines on the left side,

Pelvic reduction is not limited to a single species of

a feature also seen in the limbs of mice with an inac-

stickleback. The ninespine stickleback (Pungitius pun-

tive version of Pitx1 and humans with a Pitx1 mutation

gitius) diverged from the threespine stickleback at least

(Lanctôt et al. 1999; Gurnett et al. 2008).

10 million years ago, yet these two species have a simi-

Unlike in the mouse Pitx1 knockout, mutations were

lar history of postglacial freshwater colonization and re-

not found in the coding region of Pitx1 in pelvisless

peated evolution of pelvic reduction (Aldenhoven et al.

freshwater stickleback populations compared to ma-

2010). Based on studies of the ninespine stickleback

rine fish (Shapiro et al. 2004). Consequently, the Pitx1

from two localities (Canada and Finland), Pitx1 appears

proteins encoded by the marine and freshwater popula-

to play a role in pelvic reduction in this species as well

tions were the same. However, the location of the gene’s

(Shapiro, Bell, and Kingsley 2006; Shikano et al. 2013).

expression was drastically different between popula-

These results in extant, genetically tractable stickleback

tions. As in other vertebrates, Pitx1 was expressed in

species might hold clues about mechanisms of pelvic

the developing pelvis of marine larvae. In contrast,

reduction in other species as well. For example, the ex-

expression was greatly reduced or absent in the pel-

tensive fossil record of Gasterosteus doryssus, an ex-

vic region of freshwater stickleback larvae, yet other

tinct relative of the threespine stickleback, documents

regions of normal expression, such as the jaws, were

the repeated evolution of pelvic reduction in a Miocene

not affected (Shapiro et al. 2004; Shapiro, Marks, et al.

population (Bell 1974b; Bell et al. 1985; Bell 1988). As in

2006). Therefore, the change in Pitx1 was predicted to

modern threespine sticklebacks, pelvic reduction in

affect a DNA sequence that regulates when and where

G. doryssus shows a pronounced left-side bias, a mor-

the gene is expressed. Chan et al. (2010) confirmed this

phological signature of Pitx1-mediated changes (Shapiro
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et al. 2004; Shapiro, Bell, and Kingsley 2006). This mor-

to discrete traits, the same genomic regions underlie

phological trend extends beyond sticklebacks, as pel-

similar body shape traits in different populations. For

vic remnants in manatees also show a left-side bias

example, some of the same chromosome regions influ-

(Shapiro, Bell, and Kingsley 2006). The genetic basis

ence differences not only between marine and freshwa-

of hind limb reduction in manatees is not known, but

ter populations, but also between semi-isolated benthic

this shared morphological signature of Pitx1-mediated

and limnetic populations that occur within several lakes

reduction provides clues about the molecular mecha-

(Gow et al. 2006; Reid and Peichel 2010).

nisms involved. Together, these examples show that

Collectively, these studies suggest that similar

genetics in one species can potentially generate hy-

suites of shape changes are key transformations in ad-

potheses for study in other, less genetically tractable

aptation to new freshwater habitats, and similar suites

species.

of genes might govern these repeated changes species-

Pitx1 probably does not universally play a major role
in pelvic reduction, however. In another population of

wide (also see Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones, Chan, et al.
2012; Jones, Grabherr, et al. 2012).

ninespine sticklebacks (Point MacKenzie, Alaska), the
major QTL for pelvic reduction is clearly not Pitx1 (Shapiro et al. 2009). This result suggests that ninespine

Summary

stickleback populations use both the same and differ-

Molecular genetic studies of microevolutionary trans-

ent genetic mechanisms as threespine sticklebacks to
converge on the same pelvic phenotype.

formations in sticklebacks provide important insights
into general trends underlying the molecular basis of
a classic adaptive radiation. First, dramatic pheno-

Body Shape Variation

typic changes such as pelvis and armor reduction can

Sticklebacks from a variety of habitats exhibit enor-

Pitx1 and Eda, respectively, plus a modest number of

mous variation in overall body shape. The ancestral
marine form is generally large and streamlined with a
deep body and head, long fins, and a narrow caudal region. These adaptations are thought to be optimal for
navigating open water (Walker 1997; Walker and Bell
2000; Spoljaric and Reimchen 2007; Albert et al. 2008).
Freshwater populations, particularly those that inhabit
littoral regions and feed on macroinvertebrates, generally have bodies that are short and deep, with shorter
fins and a wider caudal region, resulting in a more maneuverable body that is better suited to foraging and
evading predators in a complex habitat (Webb 1982;

result largely from changes at a few genetic loci (e.g.,
loci of small effect). Furthermore, repeated evolution of
the same trait can result from repeated selection on a
common ancestral chromosome segment (lateral armor
evolution and Eda) or independent mutations in the
same gene ( pelvic evolution and Pitx1). However, comparisons across stickleback species suggest that these
mechanisms are not necessarily universal. Other adaptive changes, such as body shape modifications that
characterize populations in different habitats, have a
more complex genetic architecture, yet still repeatedly
involve a similar suite of genomic regions.

Walker 1997; Walker and Bell 2000; Spoljaric and Reimchen 2007).
While many studies have highlighted recurring
trends in body shape and their link to particular habitats, less is known about the genetic architecture of

Mexican Cavefish (Family Characidae, Astyanax
mexicanus)

Introduction

these changes (reviewed in Reid and Peichel 2010). To

As with freshwater habitat specialization in stickle-

address this shortcoming, Albert et al. (2008) used a

backs, cave specialization has resulted in the repeated

cross between marine and freshwater fish to conduct

evolution of similar traits across diverse lineages of

QTL mapping for body and head shape. Perhaps not

metazoans, including teleost fishes. Constructive traits

surprisingly, they found that the genetic architecture of

that are common in cave-dwelling animals include in-

body shape is more complex than discrete traits such

creased numbers of taste buds, increased fat storage,

as plate variation and pelvic reduction. However, similar

larger egg size, and more sensitive nonvisual sensory
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systems (Culver 1982); regressive traits, such as loss of

sticklebacks, different mutations in the same gene led

eyes and pigmentation, have evolved repeatedly across

to similar phenotypes in different populations.

phyla as well.

Another

pigment-
reduction

phenotype,

brown

The Mexican cavefish (Astyanax mexicanus) is an

(characterized by brown instead of black eyes and re-

ideal model to study the genetic basis of cave pheno-

duced melanophore number), results from mutations in

types in vertebrates. Multiple populations within this

the Melanocortin-1 receptor (Mc1r) gene (fig. 19.3d–f ).

species have converged on similar phenotypes, pro-

Mc1r encodes a receptor protein expressed in pigment-

viding another opportunity to test whether the same

producing cells, and its activity can regulate melanin

or different genetic mechanisms underlie repeated

content and melanocyte dispersal in fish (Richardson

morphological changes. At least 30 populations of A.

et al. 2008; Tezuka et al. 2011). Like Oca2 and albinism,

mexicanus are distributed across northeastern Mexico

the brown phenotype results from more than one muta-

(Hubbs and Innis 1936; Wilkens and Burns 1972; Mitch-

tion in different cavefish populations, although at least

ell et al. 1977; Espinasa et al. 2001), and phylogenetic

one of these mutations has probably spread to several

analyses suggest that the cave form does not have a sin-

populations (Gross et al. 2009).

gle evolutionary origin (Espinasa and Borowsky 2001;

Together, these examples of pigment variation il-

Dowling et al. 2002; Strecker et al. 2003; Strecker et al.

lustrate that convergent phenotypes can occur by in-

2004).

dependent mutations in the same genes (similar to the
repeated evolution of pelvic reduction in sticklebacks),

Pigmentation Variation

and by selection on standing genetic variants (similar
to repeated evolution of armor phenotypes in stickle-

In the darkness of a cave environment, the usual roles

backs). In cavefish, independent deletions in the coding

of pigmentation (camouflage, mate selection, etc.) are

region of Oca2, as well as a possible regulatory muta-

no longer relevant and the loss of pigmentation has oc-

tion, have both been implicated in albinism. Likewise,

curred in cave-dwelling species across phyla. However,

independent mutations in Mc1r led to repeated evolu-

the adaptive significance (if any) of this phenotype in

tion of the brown phenotype, perhaps by a combina-

cavefish and other cave animals is still unclear. Pigmen-

tion of selection on mutant alleles that originated in the

tation variation in cavefish encompasses a number of

surface population, and new mutations in different cave

distinct phenotypes, including complete albinism, pig-

populations (Gross et al. 2009).

mentation reduction, and decreased melanophore number, each with a distinct genetic architecture.
Albinism was long known to be controlled by a sin-

Eye Loss

gle major locus, and possibly the same gene in multiple

One of the most dramatic changes in cavefish compared

populations (Sadoglu 1957; Sadoglu and McKee 1969;

to their surface-dwelling relatives is severe eye reduc-

Wilkens 1988). More recently, QTL mapping in cave-

tion (fig. 19.3a–c). During embryonic development in

fish led to the discovery of a deletion in the Oca2 gene

cavefish, eyes begin to form but eventually stall and de-

that underlies albinism in the Pachón population (Pro-

generate, beginning with the lens (Cahn 1958; Yamamoto

tas et al. 2006) (fig. 19.3a–c). Oca2 encodes a key pro-

et al. 2004). However, transplanting a surface fish lens

tein in melanin synthesis, and mutations in this gene

into a developing cavefish eye can halt degeneration,

also cause albinism in both humans and mice (Rinchik

demonstrating that this structure is a critical signaling

et al. 1993; Yi et al. 2003). Albinism in a second cavefish

center in eye development (Jeffery and Martasian 1998;

population, Molino, is also due to a deletion in Oca2,

Yamamoto and Jeffery 2000; Strickler, Yamamoto, and

but this deletion is distinct from the Pachón version

Jeffery 2007).

and therefore must have arisen independently (Protas

Genetic and developmental experiments suggest

et al. 2006). Albinism in a third population, Japonés,

that between 6 and 12 genes contribute to eye regres-

probably results from a regulatory mutation in the

sion in cavefish (Wilkens 1988; Protas et al. 2007), and

same gene as no coding changes were identified (Protas

that the same genetic mechanisms do not underlie re-

et al. 2006). Hence, as with Pitx1 and pelvic reduction in

gression in all cave populations (Wilkens 1971; Wilkens
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fig. 19.3 Surface morph of Astyanax mexicanus (a) compared to cavefish populations from the Molino (b) and Pachón (c) populations. Each
of these cave populations exhibits pigment loss mediated by Oca2 and eye reduction (white boxes). In some populations, these changes have
probably evolved independently. (d–f ’) The partially pigmented “brown” phenotype results from a decrease in melanin content and number of
melanophores (pigment-containing cells). The severity of the phenotype depends on the number of cave alleles of Mc1r in an individual. In
this example, two copies of the Pachón allele yield the most severe phenotype. Boxed area in (d) indicates area of magnification in (d’–f ’).
(a–c) Images courtesy of Richard Borowsky; (d–f ’) images courtesy of Josh Gross, modified after Gross et al. (2009).

and Strecker 2003; Borowsky 2008). This complex trait

Alternatively, neutral mutation could explain eye and

probably entails genetic pathways that control cell

pigment loss (Kimura and Ohta 1971; Culver 1982; Wil

death and proliferation (Protas et al. 2007; Strickler,

kens 1988). In a dark environment, otherwise deleterious

Byerly, and Jeffery 2007; Gross et al. 2008), response

mutations in pigment and eye developmental pathways

to environmental stress (Hooven et al. 2004), photo

might not be selected against, as long as they do not

receptor development (Kozmik 2008; Strickler and Jef-

result in other disadvantageous phenotypes. Therefore,

fery 2009), and morphogenesis (Jeffery and Martasian

given sufficient time, pathways involved in eye and pig-

1998; Yamamoto et al. 2004; Strickler and Jeffery 2009).

ment development could accumulate enough mutations

In summary, eye degeneration in cavefish is probably

for the associated structures to be lost. Interestingly,

not under simple genetic control. Although several spe-

in genetic crossing experiments, cave alleles tend only

cific genes have been shown to affect eye development

to contribute to decreases in eye size, consistent with

in this species, no specific mutations have yet been

selection on eye regression, while cave alleles contrib-

identified that correlate with the eyeless phenotype in

ute to both increases and decreases in number of me

any cave population.

lanophores, suggesting drift might play a central role in
pigmentation traits (Protas et al. 2007).

Selection, Neutral Mutation, and Pleiotropy

The loss of eyes and pigmentation in cavefish might
also result from pleiotropy. Genetic and experimental

While it is intuitive to envision natural selection driv-

evidence suggest that eye reduction might be a sec-

ing the acquisition of heightened sensory traits such as

ondary effect of selection on alleles that are advanta-

increased taste bud number and increased sensitivity to

geous in the cave environment for increased gustatory

vibrations in a cave environment, the adaptive conse-

or mechanical sensitivity (Yamamoto et al. 2004, 2009;

quences of eye and pigment loss are less clear. Perhaps

Yoshizawa et al. 2010, 2013; Borowsky 2013). For exam-

unnecessary structures in a dark environment, such as

ple, in hybrid crosses between cave and surface fish,

the eye, are a liability; for example, eyes could be tar-

the number of taste buds is inversely correlated with

gets for predators, injury, or infection (Poulson 1963;

eye size (Yamamoto et al. 2009). A compelling example

Poulson and White 1969; Culver 1982; Jeffery 2005).

of this effect on the developmental level comes from
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the gene Sonic hedgehog (Shh), which is expressed in
the oral-
pharyngeal region and the developing taste
buds of both cave and surface forms. When this gene is
experimentally overexpressed in both forms, embryos
develop wider jaws and more taste buds, as well as
smaller eyes (Yamamoto et al. 2004, 2009).

Summary
As in sticklebacks, genetic dissection of derived traits
in cavefish demonstrates that dramatic phenotypes can
potentially fall under the control of a modest number
of genomic regions of large effect. Furthermore, these
studies also show that similar phenotypes can arise
through independent mutations in the same genes:
Oca2 and Mc1r underlie pigmentation variation in sev
eral populations, but different populations carry different mutations. Derived pigmentation traits in cavefish can also result from either coding or regulatory
mutations: at least one population of albino cavefish
probably harbors a regulatory mutation in Oca2, while
most other albino populations have coding changes
that lead to a decrease or loss of function. Other phenotypes, such as eye loss, are genetically more complicated and are probably the result of changes in multiple genes.
Although great strides are being made to identify
the genetic basis of derived traits, these data do not
necessarily lead directly to an understanding of the
adaptive significance of phenotypes. Both pigment and
eye reduction might result from positive selection for

fig. 19.4 (a) A sample of the cichlid diversity in Lake Tanganyika
(left) and Lake Malawi (right), highlighting the convergent phe
notypes that have evolved independently in these two lakes.
(b) Labeotropheus fuelleborni (top left) feeds by biting algae from
rock surfaces. This species has a shorter lower jaw and tricuspid
teeth (top right). In contrast, Metriaclima zebra (bottom left) is a
suction feeder with a long lower jaw and bicuspid dentition (bottom
right). Images courtesy of Craig Albertson, modified after Albertson
and Kocher (2006).

these traits, neutral mutation, or pleiotropy as the result of selection on other, as yet unknown, adaptive
phenotypes.

1 million years after multiple colonization events and hybridization (Banister and Clarke 1980; Meyer et al. 1990;

Cichlids (Family Cichlidae)

Background

Owen et al. 1990; Meyer 1993; Kocher et al. 1995; Turner
et al. 2001; Joyce et al. 2011). Within a single lake, these
species occupy habitats from shallow water to depths

Cichlids, a third example of a morphologically di-

of over 100 meters. Different species also have diverse

verse and species-rich group of teleosts, inhabit lakes

feeding strategies from generalist fish, zooplankton,

throughout Central and South America, Madagascar,

and algae feeders to specialized crab, snail, and scale

India, and Africa. Several lakes throughout this range

eaters (reviewed in Turner 2007). Furthermore, similar

include classic examples of rapid adaptive radiations.

feeding strategies have arisen multiple times, provid-

Two especially notable cases occur in the African rift

ing another opportunity to examine the genetic basis of

lakes, where more than 500 species in Lake Victoria and

convergence in adaptively relevant phenotypes (Kocher

over 700 species in Lake Malawi arose within the last

et al. 1993) (fig. 19.4a). Like sticklebacks and cavefish,
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genetic mapping of derived traits in cichlids is greatly

morphological differences in the lower jaw. Beyond M.

facilitated by the ability of many distinct forms to in-

zebra and L. fuelleborni, additional species-specific al-

terbreed and produce fertile offspring in a laboratory

leles of Ptch1 were found in other cichlids with diver-

setting.

gent feeding strategies, suggesting that this gene might
affect jaw morphology in multiple lineages (Roberts
et al. 2011).

Feeding Morphology
Some of the best-studied adaptive traits in cichlids involve craniofacial structures. Different cichlid species

Summary

have evolved to feed on an enormous variety of food

The search for molecular changes that contribute to

types, and this diversification has produced a wide
range of specialized head, jaw, and tooth morphologies (Albertson and Kocher 2006) (fig. 19.4). Genetic
control of jaw and head morphology is highly complex
and involves at least 40 chromosome regions, many of
them affecting multiple elements of the feeding apparatus (Albertson and Kocher 2001; Albertson et al. 2003a,
2003b).
To reduce this complexity, Albertson et al. (2005)
specifically examined functionally relevant aspects of
jaw morphology in two divergent species. The first spe-

adaptive changes among cichlid species has thus far
identified a small number of genes that contribute to
diversity in feeding morphology, a key feature of this
group’s radiation. However, the genetic basis of variation in feeding structures is complex, with numerous
chromosome regions contributing to differences in
morphology. As with body shape variation in sticklebacks and eye reduction in cavefish, feeding morphology in cichlids involves several genomic regions that
contribute to variation in multiple structures.

cies, Metriaclima zebra, feeds on algae, diatoms, and
plankton from the water column, and has a narrow,
forward-directed mouth optimized for suction feeding
(Ribbink et al. 1983). In contrast, the jaw of Labeotro-

Discussion

Genetic Architecture of Derived Traits

pheus fuelleborni is short and square with a downward

The examples outlined above show that the genetic ar-

orientation that allows it to bite algae from rocks while

chitecture of some major morphological changes can

remaining horizontal (Ribbink et al. 1983). One QTL

be relatively simple, with large effects produced by

identified in the Albertson et al. study included Bone

changes in only a few genes or genomic regions. Plate

Morphogenetic Protein 4 (Bmp4), a member of a large

and pelvic reduction in sticklebacks, as well as albinism

gene family that also regulates growth and differen-

in cavefish, are largely controlled by single major genes.

tiation during craniofacial development in other verte-

However, some derived traits have a more complex

brates (Abzhanov et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2004). At early

genetic architecture, including changes in stickleback

developmental stages, the jaws of the suction-feeder

body shape, variation in cichlid jaw morphology, and

M. zebra had much lower Bmp4 expression than the

reduction of the cavefish eye. These contrasting de-

biting-feeder L. fuelleborni (Albertson et al. 2005). In-

grees of complexity might represent different temporal

terestingly, when Albertson et al. overexpressed Bmp4

stages of morphological transformations. Theoretical

in the embryos of zebrafish (suction-feeders, like M. ze-

models of adaptation by new mutations (as opposed to

bra), the lower jaw shape shifted to a shape more suited

selection on standing genetic variation) suggest that a

for biting (like L. fuelleborni ). Therefore, the results of

small number of initial mutations lead to large fitness

experimental developmental studies in the zebrafish

effects, so early adaptive stages can have a simple ge-

model system were consistent with genetic findings in

netic architecture; subsequently, “modifier” mutations

wild cichlid species.

of smaller effect accumulate over time (Orr 1998; Orr

In another study using the same two species, Rob-

2002). By this model, several examples of genetically

erts et al. (2011) implicated the gene Patched 1 (Ptch1)—a

simple changes discussed above might reflect very re-

receptor in the hedgehog pathway that contributes to

cent transformations, while a more complex architec-

dermal bone development (Abzhanov et al. 2007)—in

ture could potentially reflect a longer period of trait
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evolution or selection on a large number of preexisting

only a subset of tissues or developmental time points,

genetic variants.

thereby avoiding potentially detrimental side effects on

We also note that, in all three teleost examples, sev-

other developmental processes ( pleiotropy). The poten-

eral QTL regions control more than one trait. For in-

tial importance of regulatory changes has been appreci-

stance, in sticklebacks, LG4 appears to be a “hotspot”

ated since the description of bacterial operons by Jacob

of variation in body shape, lateral plates, and pelvic

and Monod (1961), and cis-regulatory changes are clearly

phenotypes (Colosimo et al. 2004; Shapiro et al. 2004;

important in morphological, physiological, and behav

Albert et al. 2008; Shapiro et al. 2009). In cavefish,

ioral evolution (reviewed in Wray 2007).

13 genomic regions are known to influence multiple

An argument against the dominance of cis-regulatory

traits (Protas et al. 2008); these regions could contain

changes in evolutionary change is that there are cur-

multiple genes that affect a suite of traits beneficial to

rently more confirmed examples of coding changes,

cave-dwellers, or single genes that have pleiotropic ef-

but this could simply be because coding mutations

fects. Finally, in cichlids, LG5 influences tooth morphol-

are much easier to identify than regulatory mutations

ogy, female sex determination, pigmentation, and also

(reviewed in Stern and Orgogozo 2008). However, the

contains genes important for color perception (Carleton

pace of discovery (or implication) of cis-regulatory

and Kocher 2001; Albertson et al. 2003a; Streelman et al.

changes has recently begun to closely track the discov-

2003; Kocher 2004; Streelman and Albertson 2006). This

ery of coding changes (Stern and Orgogozo 2008). In

trend is by no means limited to loci that underlie diver-

summary, both coding and regulatory mutations have

sity in fishes; the genetic clustering of QTL that control

the potential to contribute to significant evolutionary

ecologically relevant traits could allow rapid evolutionary

transformations, and ongoing work in fishes and other

change through linkage of advantageous alleles in many

organisms will further elucidate general trends, if any

different organisms (e.g., Garber and Quisenberry 1927;

exist.

Mather 1950; Sheppard 1953; Murray and Clarke 1973;
Joron et al. 2006; Joron et al. 2011).

Coding versus Regulatory Mutations

Convergent Evolution
Teleosts exhibit repeated evolution of similar phenotypes among different populations within a species,

Among the teleost examples we discuss above, some

and in some cases, between species. In many popula-

of the genetic changes are (or are predicted to be) in

tions of threespine sticklebacks, lateral armor reduc-

noncoding regulatory regions of genes, while others di-

tion evolved by repeated selection on a standing variant

rectly affect protein-coding sequences, which in turn

of the Eda locus. In contrast, other convergent evolu-

can affect protein function. This dichotomy, and relative

tionary changes are the products of different mutations

contributions of each type of mutation to evolutionary

in the same genes. For example, different mutations in

change in general, has sparked considerable interest in

Pitx1 underlie pelvic reduction in several populations of

the recent evolutionary genetics literature (e.g., Hoek-

threespine sticklebacks, and Oca2 and Mc1r mutations

stra and Coyne 2007; Wray 2007; Carroll 2008; Stern and

differ among cavefish populations with similar pigmen-

Orgogozo 2008). While it is clear that not all evolution-

tation phenotypes.

ary change results from cis-regulatory mutations, a num-

Comparisons between stickleback species also yield

ber of hypotheses have been put forth to explain why

novel insights about convergent phenotypes. For ex-

these noncoding mutations might be a primary driver of

ample, pelvic reduction in at least two populations of

evolutionary change, especially morphological change.

ninespine sticklebacks probably results from changes

One compelling argument centers on the modularity of

to Pitx1, just as in threespine sticklebacks (Shapiro, Bell,

regulatory regions (reviewed in Carroll 2008). Modular-

and Kingsley 2006; Shikano et al. 2013). However, in an-

ity refers to the semi-independent function of each cis-

other population of ninespine sticklebacks, pelvic re-

regulatory element with respect to other cis-regulatory

duction is controlled by a genomic region distinct from

elements. Therefore, a mutation in one of several regu-

Pitx1; QTL for other skeletal traits (including lateral ar-

latory regions of a gene can affect gene expression in

mor) and sex determination also differ between the two
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species (Shapiro et al. 2009). Therefore, a multispecies

that are relatively easy to see and quantify. Therefore,

approach can be particularly informative in dissecting a

observable and relatively simple traits are preferentially

broad range of genetic mechanisms underlying similar

studied, and we have a poorer understanding of com-

phenotypes.

plex anatomical, physiological, and behavioral traits
that are undoubtedly important for evolutionary transformations (Rockman 2012).

Future Directions

New genomic tools, and the ability to compare doz-

Biologists are intensely interested in how vertebrates

ens of genomes simultaneously, can help identify signa-

undergo transformations both great and small, yet we

tures of selection in suites of genes that affect traits that

know remarkably little about the genetic basis of phe-

are not easily visualized. Recent studies, perhaps most

notypic change. In several examples above, QTL results

notably in sticklebacks (Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones,

were leveraged to fine-map and functionally test spe-

Chan, et al. 2012; Jones, Grabherr, et al. 2012), have taken

cific candidate genes for the evolution of derived traits.

this “bottom-up” approach to identify genomic regions

While these cases are exciting, it is important to note

under selection in marine versus freshwater environ-

that they are also currently the exceptions—mapping

ments, as well as in benthic versus limnetic freshwater

traits to the gene level and demonstrating functional

habitats. With precipitous drops in the cost of DNA se-

consequences of mutations is still uncommon.

quencing and generation of new genetic resources, we

Traits with a simple genetic architecture are easier

expect that techniques pioneered for a limited number

to analyze than those with more genetic complexity,

of species will become widely available to investigate

and many traits that have been examined in natural

important evolutionary transformations in other verte-

populations of teleosts and other organisms are ones

brates as well.

***
as the number of alleles at these loci and the
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interactions among them.
Genetic marker: A DNA sequence that shows varia
bility among individuals, and thus the inheritance
of different alleles can be traced from one gener
ation to the next. Examples include single nucle
otide polymorphisms (SNPs) and microsatellites
(simple DNA sequence repeats).
Genotype: The genetic makeup of an organism.
Linkage group: A group of genes or genetic markers
that reside on the same chromosome. Genes or

Glossary

markers that are physically close to one another

Allele: Variant of a given gene or marker.

tend to be inherited together; as a result, markers

Coding mutation: A change in DNA sequence that

can be ordered by tracking transmission from

occurs in a part of a gene that codes for a protein.
Genetic architecture: A general description of how
traits are controlled by genotypes. For example,

one generation to the next (also called genetic
mapping). The sum of linkage groups comprises a
linkage map.

genetic architecture includes the number and

Locus ( plural: loci): The location of a gene or DNA

location of genes that underlie a trait, as well

sequence on a chromosome or linkage group.
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Phenotype: The observable characteristics of an
organism.
Pleiotropy: When one gene affects more than one
trait or developmental process.
QTL (quantitative trait locus): A genomic region
that contributes to variation in a trait. Quantita
tive traits are typically controlled by multiple loci.
QTL mapping: An experimental approach that often
begins by crossing strains of organisms that
differ in a trait or traits of interest. Molecular
markers across the genome are used to track the
co-inheritance of genotypes and phenotypes of
offspring. Correlations between the trait(s) of
interest and molecular markers are assessed (see
fig. 19.2, and Miles and Wayne 2008).
Regulatory (cis-) mutation: A change in DNA se
quence that affects a region controlling the level
or location of expression of a gene, but (typically)
does not affect the protein encoded by the gene
(see also Wray 2007; Carroll 2008).
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